Calendar

1993

Aug 17 TUGboat Volume 14, 3rd regular issue:
Deadline for receipt of technical manuscripts.

Aug 23–27 TUG Course: Intensive LaTeX, Ottawa, Canada

Aug 25 \TeX--Stammtisch, Hamburg, Germany. For information, contact Reinhard Zierke
(zierke@informatik.uni-hamburg.de; telephone (040) 54715-295).

Sep 2 \TeX--Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. For information, contact Martin Schröder
(115d@alf.zfn.uni-bremen.de; telephone 0421/628813).

Sep 14 TUGboat Volume 14, 3rd regular issue:
Deadline for receipt of news items, reports.

Sep 20 \TeX--Stammtisch in Bonn, Germany. For information, contact Herbert Framke
(Herbert.Framke@BNN.MAUS.DE; telephone 02241 40018).

Sep 21 \TeX--Stammtisch in Duisburg, Germany. For information, contact Friedhelm Sowa
(tex@ze8.rz.uni-duesseldorf.de; telephone 0211/311 3913).

Sep 23–24 TUG Course: Book and Document Design with \TeX, Boston, Massachusetts

Sep 23–24 9th Meeting of DANTE e.V., Kaiserslautern. For information, contact Klaus Uttler
(uttler@hrzk.uni-kl.de).

Sep 29 \TeX--Stammtisch, Hamburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Aug 25.)

Oct 4–8 CyrTUG meeting, Pereslav'–Zaleskiï, near Pleshčevo Lake. For information, contact Irina
Makhowaya (cyrtug@mir.msk.su).

Oct 7 \TeX--Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 2.)

Oct 18–22 TUG Course: Beginning/Intermediate \TeX, Santa Barbara, California

Oct 18 \TeX--Stammtisch in Bonn, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 20.)

Oct 19 \TeX--Stammtisch in Duisburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 21.)

Oct 27 \TeX--Stammtisch, Hamburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Aug 25.)

TUG Courses, Santa Barbara, California

Oct 25–29 Intensive LaTeX

Nov 1–5 Advanced \TeX and Macro Writing

Nov 8–9 Practical SGML and \TeX

Nov 4 \TeX--Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 2.)

Nov 10 TUG Course: SGML and \TeX for Publishers, New York City

Nov 12 TUG Course: \TeX for Publishers, Washington, DC

Nov 15 TUGboat Volume 15, 1st regular issue:
Deadline for receipt of technical manuscripts.

Nov 15 \TeX--Stammtisch in Bonn, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 20.)

Nov 16 \TeX--Stammtisch in Duisburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 21.)

Nov 18 12th NTG Meeting, “(Ia)\TeX user environment”, Oce, Den Bosch, Netherlands.
For information, contact Gerard van Nes (vannes@ecn.nl).

Nov 23 TUGboat Volume 14, 3rd regular issue:
Mailing date (tentative).

Status as of 15 August 1993
Nov 24  \TeX–Stammtisch, Hamburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Aug 25.)

Dec 2  \TeX–Stammtisch at the Universität Bremen, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 2.)

Dec 13  \textbf{TUGboat Volume 15},
\textit{1st regular issue}:
Deadline for receipt of news items, reports.

Dec 20  \TeX–Stammtisch in Bonn, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 20.)

Dec 22  \TeX–Stammtisch, Hamburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Aug 25.)

Dec 21  \TeX–Stammtisch in Duisburg, Germany. (For contact information, see Sep 21.)

1994

\textbf{TUG Courses, Santa Barbara, California}

Jan 31– Feb 4  Intensive \LaTeX

Feb 7–11  Beginning/Intermediate \LaTeX

Feb 14–18  Advanced \LaTeX and Macro Writing

Feb 28– Mar 2  Modifying \LaTeX Style Files

Feb 15  \textbf{TUGboat Volume 15},
\textit{2nd regular issue}:
Deadline for receipt of \textit{technical} manuscripts (tentative).

Mar 9  \textbf{TUGboat Volume 15},
\textit{1st regular issue}:
Mailing date (tentative).

Mar 15  \textbf{TUGboat Volume 15},
\textit{2nd regular issue}:
Deadline for receipt of news items, reports (tentative).

Apr 11–15  Four conferences,
Darmstadt, Germany:
- EP94, Electronic Publishing,
  Document Manipulation and
  Typography (for information, contact ep94@gmd.de);
- RIDT94, Raster Imaging and Digital
  Typography (for information, contact ridt94@iris.fr);
- TEP94, Teaching Electronic
  Publishing (for information, contact ltsdyson@reading.ac.uk);
- PODP94, Principles of Document
  Processing (for information, contact podp94@cs.umd.edu).
Deadline for submission of papers: 15 August 1993

May 23  \textbf{TUGboat Volume 15},
\textit{2nd regular issue}:
Mailing date (tentative).

Jul 24–29  SIGGRAPH'94: 21st International
ACM Conference on Computer
Graphics and Interactive Techniques.
Orlando, Florida (for information,
contact siggraph-94@siggraph.org,
telephone 312-321-6830).

For additional information on the events listed
above, contact the TUG office (805-963-1338, fax:
805-963-8358, email: tug@tug.org) unless otherwise
noted.
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